
CRM Is a Mindset,

Not a Technology
By Royjacobsen

When you're considering implementing

a customer relationship management

(CRM) system for your association, it

can be easy to begin thinking that CRM

is a technology: You purchase an appli

cation that meets your needs, install

it, train your staff members, and then

you're good to go.

However, that approach dramati

cally increases the likelihood that your

CRM initiative will fail. Studies have

shown that CRM initiatives that focus

solely on technology are up to three

times more likely to fail than those

that take a broader view and evaluate

not just the toolset but the processes,

systems, and the mindset of the entire

organization.

Overwhelmingly, the reason CRM

initiatives fail is seldom because the

technology fails, but because organiza

tions fail to begin with a clear vision of

what CRM is. Paul Greenburg, author

of CRM at the Speed ofLight: Captur

ing and Keeping Customers in Internet

Real Time says "CRM is a philosophy

and a business strategy, supported by

a system and a technology, designed to

improve human interactions in a busi

ness environment"

The first step in implementing CRM,

then, is not to look at technology, but

to evaluate your customers and your

interactions with them. "CRM requires

a change in mindset, in that the cus

tomer base is in fact the most impor

tant asset of the company," according

to Bob Langer, a management consul

tant with the Peppers & Rogers Group.

For an association, a customer is

any individual or organization that you

interact with and exchange value with.

Thus, CRM systems and processes can

conceivably include interactions with

members, volunteers, fundraising con

tacts, recipients of your services, lobby

ists, employees, and so forth..

Associations need to take the time

to examine their current information

about all ofthese constituents and begin

to think about what the value of these

relationships is and how to maximize

their long-term value.

When assessing the value of these

relationships, however, we have to be

careful to not just think about the value

to the association. In any customer

relationship, whether it's in business or

an association, value is given for value

received.

In business, this is obvious in the

exchange of money for goods or ser

vices. In an association, it becomes

obscured because it involves intan

gibles, such as a feeling of contributing

to or supporting something worthwhile

or of benefiting a profession or soci

ety at large. These aren't things one

can easily put a dollar value on, but

the exchange—value given for value

received—is still just as real. And if cus

tomers feel that they aren't receiving

value—or that their participation isn't

valued—they are likely to "take their
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business elsewhere." Langer says, "Cus

tomers recognize when an enterprise

does not value their business or care

about their needs." Generation X and

the aging baby boomer generation are

unlikely to give any organization undy

ing loyalty.

When leaders create and com

municate a vision ofCRM as a key

component of an association's overall

strategy, and all stakeholders work

together to maximize the value

received and given, then CRM can take

association management to the next

level, providing a number of benefits,

including

■ Increased business efficiencies and

reduced costs;

■ Easier compliance with industry

codes and government regulations;

■ Improved insight into your mem

bers, as data from disparate systems

r

is brought into a single repository;

■ Better ability to customize each

interaction with members;

■ Improved member satisfaction,

which boosts membership retention

and recruitment.

An essential part of this mindset is

remembering that CRM is not a one-

shot project with a distinct beginning

and end. While you may be able to

finish distinct projects within a CRM

implementation, you'll never be able

to say that you've finished implement

ing CRM. Things change: society, your

members, and your

association. Therefore,

your CRM systems and

practices will need to

adapt to those changes.
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COMPANY BIO

Protech CRM forMembers helps member-based organizations build lasting,

profitable member relationships. Built and delivered within Microsoft Dynamics

CRM, Protech CRM for Members automates important membership activities

such as dues billing, membership marketing, product sales, event management,

subscriptions, fundraising, and member self-service. These activities are all

integrated into one system that is easy to deploy, learn, and use, lowering your

cost of ownership and ensuring rapid user adoption. Plus, CRM forMembers can

be integrated to associations'financial systems, either through an import or a

simple*and-reliable integration to Microsoft Dynamics GP.
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